The influence of chemical interactions at the human surface on breathing zone levels of reactants and products.
Using computational fluid dynamics simulations of an occupant in a ventilated room, we find that breathing zone ozone levels can be substantially lower and ozone reaction products associated with human surfaces (ORPHS) levels considerably higher than room levels. For air exchange rates <3/h, the ratio of the breathing zone to the ozone concentration 1 m from the body (bulk air), r(ozone), ranges from 0.59 to 0.75 for floor or ceiling air supply. ORPHS are enriched in the breathing zone, with concentrations for these conditions ranging from 1.2 to 2.5 greater than bulk air concentrations. At high air exchange rates (>8/h), the breathing zone concentrations approach bulk air concentrations (r(ozone) > 0.9) with a floor supply, whereas large concentration gradients occur between breathing zone and bulk air with a ceiling supply. At these high air exchange rates, ORPHS levels are 1.6-2.0 and 2.9-6.0 times the bulk air concentrations for floor and ceiling supply, respectively. The extent of depletion of ozone or enrichment of ORPHS is large enough that reliance on micro-environmental measurements alone, to assess the intake of ozone or ORPHS, is undesirable. Chemical reactions between ozone and human and clothing surfaces are predicted to significantly reduce ozone concentrations, and increase ozone reaction products associated with human surfaces (ORPHS) concentrations, in the breathing zone, relative to those concentrations in the larger microenvironment of a room. Existing measurements may overestimate ozone exposure and intake in typical indoor environments.